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Solar Water Pumping
The sun is the natural source of energy for an independent water 
supply. Solar pumps operate anywhere the sun shines. While energy production from solar pumps is impacted by cloudy weather, 
having adequate water storage and decreasing water needs during cool or rainy weather mitigates these impacts.
Solar water pumping systems operate on direct current (DC). The output of the solar power system varies throughout the day and with 
changes in sunlight intensity and weather conditions, requiring specialized pumps and controls that operate within a wider range of 
voltage and current compared to most AC pumps.
Conventional AC pumps are usually centrifugal pumps that spin at a high speed to pump as many gallons per minute as possible. 
They also consume a large amount of power and their efficiency suffers at low speeds and when pumping against high pressure. If 
you run a centrifugal pump at half speed, it pumps one quarter the volume.
To minimize the size of the solar PV system required, solar pumps generally use more efficient motors and pumping mechanisms. 
The most efficient pumps are “positive displacement” pumps, which pump a fixed amount of water with each rotation. If it is cloudy 
or early morning, the pump will receive less energy and run more slowly, but with no loss of efficiency—so at half speed, it simply 
pumps half the amount of water at the same pressure.
To use solar energy economically, solar pumping systems typically pump more slowly than conventional well pumps (many solar 
pumps are designed to produce less than 6 gallons per minute) and they don’t run at all between sunset and sunrise, so an adequately 
sized storage tank is usually required. Solar powered water pumps can provide an equal volume of water per day without the high 
and inefficient energy demands of a large capacity AC pump. Instead of pumping a large volume of water in a short time and then 
turning off, the solar water pump works slowly and efficiently all day. Often a solar pump can be used in a well with a recovery rate 
too slow for a conventional AC pump.
If your water sources are remote from power lines, compare the cost of a low-maintenance solar pumping system to what you would 
spend on a generator, with continual fuel and maintenance costs, or on a utility power-line extension. In most cases, a good solar 
pumping system is far more economical, which is why many non-profits and NGOs use solar pumping to provide clean water to 
remote villages around the world.

Submersible Pumps
If you are pumping from a well, we have solar pumps that can deliver from 1 gallon per minute to over 75 gpm. 
The SHURflo 9300 can be powered by two 50- to 100-watt solar modules, depending on the “head” (vertical 
distance or elevation change) they are pumping. They can pump 500 to 1,000 gallons per day and lift water 200 
feet. These pumps require service every 2 to 4 years.
If you have a higher lift, need more water, or want a pump that does not require service for 15 to 20 years, the 
Grundfos SQFlex pump is a good choice. The SQFlex can lift water over 800 feet and can pump over 20,000 
gallons per day at lower lifts. The SQFlex pump can be powered by solar modules, a wind generator, a fuel 
powered generator, an inverter, the utility grid, or a combination of several of these. 

Surface Pumps
Surface pumps are typically less expensive than submersible pumps and can draw water from a spring, pond, 
river, or tank, and push it far uphill and through long pipes to fill a storage tank or to pressurize it for home use 
or for irrigation, livestock, etc. The pump may be placed at ground level, or suspended in a well in some cases.
All pumps are better at pushing than pulling, since the vacuum a pump can draw is limited to atmospheric pres-
sure (about 14 psi). At sea level, a pump can be placed no higher than 10 or 20 feet above the surface of 
the water source (subtract one foot per 1,000 feet elevation). Most wells are much deeper than this and 
therefore require a submersible pump, which can push the water up to the surface.
Suction piping for surface-type pumps must be oversized a bit and not allow air entrapment (much like 
a drain line) and should be as short as possible.
Pumps can push water very long distances through a pipe. The vertical lift and flow rates are the primary 
factors that determine power requirements.
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Water Storage and Pressurization
Many conventional AC powered water systems pump from a well or other water source into a pressure tank that stores water and 
stabilizes the pressure for household use. When you turn on water in the house, an air-filled bladder in the tank forces the water into 
the pipes. When the pressure drops, a pressure switch turns on the pump, refilling and re-pressurizing the tank. This works because 
an AC pump delivers high volume and pressure on demand; however, this will not work with pumps operating directly from PV 
modules because the sun may not be shining when you want to take a long hot shower.
For pumps operating directly from PV modules, a non-pressurized water tank or cistern is used to store water for usage during times 
when the sun is not shining. If the tank can be located above the house on a hill or on a tower, gravity can supply the water pressure. 
Gravity water pressure can be calculated in two ways: 
Pressure in psi = head (in feet) x 0.433, or  
Head (in feet) x 2.31 = psi. 
For reasonable pressure, the tank needs to be at least 40' above the house, although to obtain a pressure of 30 psi will require about 
70' of elevation. 
Alternatively, a DC or AC pressure booster pump, powered from a battery or inverter respectively, can be used to maintain a pres-
sure tank as needed from a storage tank that is filled by a solar pump during the day. You must use a pressure pump that can deliver 
the maximum flow rate required by the house, or have a pressure tank that is large enough to make up the difference between what 
the pressure pump can deliver and what is required for as long as it may be required. This is called the “draw down volume” of the 
pressure tank.

Calculation of Solar Power Needs
If you are using a pump driven directly by PV modules, the array’s nameplate output should be at least 20% higher than the power 
required by the pump to achieve the desired head and flow rate. A larger array or a tracking system can maximize the power available 
to the pump, providing more gallons per day. 
Since the pump will only draw the power it needs, it will not be damaged by oversizing the array. A larger array will produce the 
needed power in less light, extending the pumping time and volume delivered in the morning, afternoon, and on cloudy days. For 
instance, a 1 kW array will produce 200 W in 1/5 the amount of sunlight that you would get on a sunny day at noon.

Designing a Solar Pumping System
AEE Solar carries many types of pumps that can be used in a variety of applications. Which pump and related equipment are needed 
for a solar pumping system depends on many factors, including what the water source is, how much water is needed, when the water 
is needed, how far the water source is from another power source, etc. 
If the well or other water source is close to an existing source of power, such as the utility grid or the power system of an off-grid 
house, it’s usually better to power the pump from that existing source rather than set up a dedicated PV array. 
If grid power is available, it can be used to power a water pump, and if desired, a grid-tied PV system can be installed to offset the 
cost of the grid power. 
In off-grid situations, if the well or other water source is close to the house’s off-grid power system, it’s usually easier to power the 
pump using the house’s power system, either directly from the battery bank with DC, or with AC from the inverter. Additional PV 
modules may be needed to accommodate the pump’s power requirement, but they can be added to the house’s PV system and used 
to help charge the batteries when the pump isn’t running,
AEE Solar is happy to help you design a pumping system, but please have the following information ready when you call:

• Total amount of water, on average, needed per day. This is gallons per day or gpd. Because solar pumps deliver water in vari-
able amounts due to the variable nature of sunlight, you will need to know the total daily water need. Any seasonal changes 
in water requirements also need to be considered.

• Total head that the pump has to lift. This is the actual elevation difference between the water level in the well (or other water 
source) and the top of the storage tank. This is not just the length of the water line, although internal pipe friction needs to be 
considered if the distance is great or the pipe is small.

• Solar insolation at the site. Local insolation data can be obtained using PV Watts (online) or using the charts and maps at the 
end of this catalog. Any shading of the potential array needs to be taken into account, along with seasonal variations.

More info, such as well casing diameter, water quality, well regeneration capacity, etc., may also be needed.
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Grundfos SQFlex Submersible Pumps
The Grundfos SQFlex is an industry-leading submersible pump for water lifts of up to 800'. SQFlex 
pumps can be directly powered by solar or wind or can be run on an inverter, generator, battery, util-
ity grid, or any combination of these sources. Virtually any source of power, 30 to 300 VDC and 90 to  
240 VAC, can be used to run this pump. 
They can operate on a series string of PV modules with a total peak power voltage of at least 30 VDC, 
but its efficiency will be highest at voltages over 100 VDC (10% less efficient at 60 VDC, and 20% less 
efficient at 35 VDC). Its motor is designed to draw a maximum of 8.4A, which means that many types 
of PV modules can be used with this pump efficiently, including common 60 cell modules. 
SQFlex models 3SQF through 11SQF will fit into a 3" or larger well and models 16SQF-10 through 
60SQF-3 will fit into a 4" or larger well casing.
The 11 different pump models available can deliver from 77 gpm at 6' of head to 3.5 gpm at 800' with 
a 1.6 kW or smaller solar array. Use the helical rotor pumps, 3SQF, 6SQF and 11SQF, for high head 
applications and centrifugal pumps, 16SQF, 25SQF, 40SQF and 60SQF, for low head applications for 
best efficiency. The SQFlex has built-in protection from dry-running, overloading, and overheating.
SQFlex pumps have a 2-year warranty from the date of purchase. A 5-year extended warranty is available.

Grundfos SQFlex Optional Controls
SQFlex controls can be combined if you need more features than one control can provide. 
The CU200 interface box communicates with the pump and monitors operating conditions. Built-in 
diagnostics indicate faults and dry-running, as well as display operating status, power consumption, and 
water level switch input. The Water Level Switch interfaces with the CU200 control to turn off the pump 
when the tank is full. Since the CU200 control circuit uses only 15 mA, the water level switch can be 
located in a tank as far away as 1,640' from the pump, using a minimum #18 AWG 2-conductor wire. 
(see Wire and Cable.) The CU200 is covered by a standard 2-year warranty.
The IO50 control box includes cable terminations and a simple manual on/off switch that interfaces 
between a solar array and the pump to allow you to turn off the high voltage array when servicing the 
pump or plumbing.
The IO101 AC interface box is for using AC backup on a solar pump. An automatic transfer switch 
disconnects the solar array when AC power from a generator (120 VAC only), utility connection, or 
inverter is present. When AC power stops, it automatically reconnects the array to let the sun continue 
pumping. The SQFlex pumps will not function with a GFCI in the supply circuit and should not be used 
where a GFCI is required.
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Grundfos SQFlex Pump and Array Sizing
To choose a pump and array size appropriate to your project, consult the table on the opposite page. The 
left column shows total head in feet and meters, the top row shows array wattage/number and suggested 
type of modules, and the boxes show seasonal pump performance and maximum flow. Select the row 
with the head (total lift) that most closely matches your application then move across the row to the 
column that contains the desired daily volume or peak flow rate. Note the pump model in that block and 
wattage of the PV array in that column.

Table Key 
60 SQF-3   ←  Pump model

24,885   ←  Estimated daily summer volume (GPD)
19,944   ←  Estimated daily winter volume (GPD)

42   ←  Peak flow rate (gpm)

NOTE: Daily volume and flow calculations in the table are based on Fresno, CA data at a 36° fixed 
tilt. Daily summer volume assumes 7.8 kWh/m2/day of insolation and winter volume assumes  
4.7 kWh/m2/day. These figures will need to be adjusted to the local insolation conditions at the actual 
installation site. 
Most solar pumping systems will provide significantly more output in the summer than in the winter. The 
typical flow rate is calculated at 800 W/m2 and can be up to 25% greater under bright conditions. Also, 
up to 40% more water can be pumped in the summer if the array is on a tracking mount. The output can 
vary by location and weather patterns, and is not guaranteed. Contact the AEE Solar Tech Team if you 
need help sizing your specific system.

Grundfos SQFlex Pumps and Accessories
Description Item code

SQFlex 3 SQF-2 pump - helical rotor, 3" diameter 075-01012
SQFlex 3 SQF-3 pump - helical rotor, 3" diameter 075-01013
SQFlex 6 SQF-2 pump - helical rotor, 3" diameter 075-01015
SQFlex 6 SQF-3 pump - helical rotor, 3" diameter 075-01016
SQFlex 11 SQF-2 pump - helical rotor, 3" diameter 075-01018
SQFlex 16 SQF-10 pump - centrifugal, 4" diameter 075-01020
SQFlex 25 SQF-3 pump - centrifugal, 4" diameter 075-01021
SQFlex 25 SQF-7 pump - centrifugal, 4" diameter 075-01025
SQFlex 40 SQF-3 pump - centrifugal, 4" diameter 075-01027
SQFlex 40 SQF-5 pump - centrifugal, 4" diameter 075-01028
SQFlex 60 SQF-3 pump - centrifugal, 4" diameter 075-01029
SQFlex extended 5-year warranty 075-01001
IO50 On/Off switch 075-01038
IO101 AC interface box (115 V) 075-01036
IO102 wind interface box 075-01040
CU200 status, control and communications interface 075-01033
Level switch (use with CU200 only) 075-01042
Pressure switch (use with CU200 only) 075-01044
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Grundfos SQFlex Submersible Pump Selection Chart

Head
 Module watts 230W 60-cell modules
 X # of modules → 2 3 4 5 6 7
 = Array watts → 460 W 690 W 920 W 1,150 W 1,380 W 1,610 W

6'
(2 m)

Model 60 SQF-3 60 SQF-3 60 SQF-3 60 SQF-3 60 SQF-3 60 SQF-3
7.8 kWh/m2 24,885 gpd 31,609 gpd 37,627 gpd 42,809 gpd 46,335 gpd 49,272 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 19,944 gpd 26,177 gpd 31,410 gpd 35,264 gpd 38,204 gpd 40,675 gpd

Max flow 42 gpm 52 gpm 61 gpm 68 gpm 73 gpm 77 gpm

25'
(8 m)

Model 40 SQF-3 40 SQF-3 60 SQF-3 60 SQF-3 60 SQF-3 60 SQF-3
7.8 kWh/m2 13,027 gpd 20,089 gpd 26,345 gpd 31,950 gpd 35,680 gpd 38,605 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 9,539 gpd 15,049 gpd 19,889 gpd 24,146 gpd 27,295 gpd 30,149 gpd

Max flow 24 gpm 35 gpm 47 gpm 56 gpm 62 gpm 66 gpm

50'
(15 m)

Model 11 SQF-2 40-SQF-5 40 SQF-5 40 SQF-5 40 SQF-5 40 SQF-5
7.8 kWh/m2 5,582 gpd 10,139 gpd 14,817 gpd 19,166 gpd 22,462 gpd 25,183 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 4,287 gpd 7,001 gpd 10,684 gpd 13,909 gpd 16,552 gpd 18,838 gpd

Max flow 9.6 gpm 19 gpm 27 gpm 35 gpm 40 gpm 44 gpm

75'
(23 m)

Model 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 25 SQF-7 25 SQF-7 40 SQF-5 40 SQF-5
7.8 kWh/m2 4,580 gpd 6,300 gpd 9,221 gpd 11,832 gpd 14,602 gpd 17,381 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 3,410 gpd 5,067 gpd 6,691 gpd 8,624 gpd 10,184 gpd 12,345 gpd

Max flow 8.0 gpm 11 gpm 17 gpm 21 gpm 27 gpm 31 gpm

100'
(30 m)

Model 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 25 SQF-7 25 SQF-7
7.8 kWh/m2 3,606 gpd 5,617 gpd 6,695 gpd 7,303 gpd 10,833 gpd 12,536 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 2,639 gpd 4,182 gpd 5,439 gpd 6,021 gpd 7,662 gpd 9,065 gpd

Max flow 6.4 gpm 10 gpm 12 gpm 14 gpm 19 gpm 22 gpm

125'
(38 m)

Model 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 16 SQF-10 16 SQF-10 25 SQF-7
7.8 kWh/m2 2,897 gpd 4,769 gpd 6,145 gpd 7,864 gpd 7,693 gpd 10,006 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 2,085 gpd 3,435 gpd 4,807 gpd 5,833 gpd 5,664 gpd 7,055 gpd

Max flow 5.3 gpm 8.3 gpm 11 gpm 12 gpm 14 gpm 18 gpm

150'
(46 m)

Model 6 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 16 SQF-10
7.8 kWh/m2 2,454 gpd 4,041 gpd 5,675 gpd 6,565 gpd 6,952 gpd 7,535 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 1,851 gpd 2,903 gpd 4,198 gpd 5,114 gpd 5,543 gpd 5,531 gpd

Max flow 4.5 gpm 7.2 gpm 10 gpm 12 gpm 12 gpm 13 gpm

175'
(53 m)

Model 6 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2
7.8 kWh/m2 2,282 gpd 3,450 gpd 5,024 gpd 6,114 gpd 6,633 gpd 6,926 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 1,672 gpd 2,442 gpd 3,594 gpd 4,682 gpd 5,233 gpd 5,531 gpd

Max flow 4.1 gpm 6.3 gpm 8.8 gpm 11 gpm 12 gpm 12 gpm

200'
(61 m)

Model 6 SQF-2 6 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2
7.8 kWh/m2 2,050 gpd 2,885 gpd 4,237 gpd 5,593 gpd 6,199 gpd 6,586 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 1,480 gpd 2,288 gpd 3,015 gpd 4,036 gpd 4,777 gpd 5,207 gpd

Max flow 3.8 gpm 5.4 gpm 7.6 gpm 10 gpm 12 gpm 12 gpm

250'
(76 m)

Model 6 SQF-2 6 SQF-2 6 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2 11 SQF-2
7.8 kWh/m2 1,584 gpd 2,585 gpd 3,056 gpd 4,202 gpd 5,268 gpd 5,816 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 1,097 gpd 1,970 gpd 2,466 gpd 2,872 gpd 3,720 gpd 4,425 gpd

Max flow 3.0 gpm 4.9 gpm 5.5 gpm 7.5 gpm 9.6 gpm 11 gpm

300'
(91 m)

Model 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3
7.8 kWh/m2 1,524 gpd 2,516 gpd 3,058 gpd 3,379 gpd 3,556 gpd 3,628 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 1,091 gpd 1,835 gpd 2,439 gpd 2,752 gpd 2,957 gpd 3,058 gpd

Max flow 2.8 gpm 4.5 gpm 5.7 gpm 5.9 gpm 5.9 gpm 5.9 gpm

400'
(122 m)

Model 3 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3
7.8 kWh/m2 974 gpd 1,859 gpd 2,613 gpd 3,025 gpd 3,216 gpd 3,365 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 719 gpd 1,315 gpd 1,942 gpd 2,360 gpd 2,564 gpd 2,737 gpd

Max flow 1.8 gpm 3.4 gpm 4.8 gpm 5.7 gpm 5.7 gpm 5.7 gpm

500'
(152 m)

Model 3 SQF-3 3 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3
7.8 kWh/m2 814 gpd 1,287 gpd 2,000 gpd 2,593 gpd 2,857 gpd 3,025 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 585 gpd 987 gpd 1,402 gpd 1,902 gpd 2,212 gpd 2,398 gpd

Max flow 1.5 gpm 2.4 gpm 3.7 gpm 4.9 gpm 5.5 gpm 5.5 gpm

650'
(198 m)

Model 3 SQF-3 3 SQF-3 3 SQF-3 3 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3
7.8 kWh/m2 498 gpd 990 gpd 1,298 gpd 1,470 gpd 2149 gpd 2415 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 316 gpd 692 gpd 1,015 gpd 1,170 gpd 1473 gpd 1819 gpd

Max flow 0.9 gpm 1.9 gpm 2.5 gpm 2.6 gpm 4.1 gpm 4.9 gpm

800'
(244 m)

Model -- -- -- 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3 6 SQF-3
7.8 kWh/m2 -- -- -- 871 gpd 1325 gpd 1741 gpd
4.7 kWh/m2 -- -- -- 470 gpd 796 gpd 1111 gpd

Max flow -- -- -- 1.6 gpm 2.5 gpm 3.4 gpm
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SHURflo
SHURflo 9300 Submersible Pump
The SHURflo 9300 is a positive displacement diaphragm type pump with very high efficiency; however, 
it does have a much shorter life than centrifugal or helical rotor pumps. Its diaphragm should be replaced 
every 2 to 4 years, depending on the pumping volume.
The SHURflo 9300 can be operated on a 12 or 24 VDC battery, or using SHURflo pump controller, directly 
with a PV array. The pump can lift 1.3 gpm to 230' and can pump nearly 2 gpm from very shallow wells. 
It measures only 3.75" diameter and 12" long. Performance on a 12 VDC battery or solar array will be 
less than half the flow shown on the table below.
The 9300 carries a 1-year warranty, and the pump should be pulled up out of the well every 2 years to 
replace the brushes, diaphragm, and valves. Occasionally, the cable plug, which is the connection between 
the cable and the pump, also needs to be replaced due to corrosion or abrasion. To reduce current loss 
and plug corrosion in SHURflo 9300 installations, always use a #10 AWG, 2-conductor, no ground, solid 
core submersible pump cable. The selected pump cable, such as the sub pump cable 10-2C listed in the 
table below, needs to have a smooth outer jacket with no “valleysˮ in the shape (round or oval) in order 
to properly seal out water.

SHURflo 9300 Solar Pump Controllers
These solid-state controllers will protect the 9300 pump from over-voltage and over-current conditions 
and will provide current boosting in low sunlight conditions, providing both protection and maximum 
water delivery.
SHURflo 9300 Pump Controllers optimize your solar water pumping system by translating the current and 
voltage available from your photovoltaic panels into a combination better matched to the pump require-
ments. With an optional Float Switch installed, the controller will automatically stop pumping when the 
storage reservoir is full. One of these controllers is required for PV array-direct pumping systems with 
the SHURflo 9300 submersible pump.
The SHURflo 902-100 controller is not waterproof, so it must be mounted in a dry location or an appro-
priate weather-tight enclosure. For use with a 24 VDC nominal PV array (two 36-cell 12 VDC nominal 
modules wired in series—see Solar Modules). Maximum input voltage is 45 VDC, and max output is  
28 VDC and 5 A.
The SHURflo 902-200 controller has all the features of the 902-100 and more. This controller is switch 
selectable for 12 or 24 VDC operation and includes a manual on/off switch for easy pump maintenance. 
The 902-200 controller comes complete with three high / low water level sensors and sensor wire. Water 
sensors hang in the well and are used to prevent dry-running in low yield wells. Maximum input voltage 
is 45 VDC, and max output is 28 VDC and 7 A. Use a single 36-cell 12 VDC module (reduced water 
delivery) or two in series for 24 VDC nominal operation. The 902-200 includes a weatherproof enclosure 
suitable for outdoor mounting.
A single common 60-cell module can also be used with either controller, and will produce the 4A max 
current that the pump draws with only about 50% of full sunlight. This will increase the amount of water 
delivered per day by increasing water output early and late in the day or in cloudy weather.

SHURflo 9300 Submersible Pump and Accessories
Description Item code

SHURflo 9300 submersible pump 12-24 VDC 075-05817
SHURflo 902-100 pump controller 24 VDC only 075-05823
SHURflo 902-200 pump controller 12-24 VDC 075-05820
Sub pump cable 10-2C (no ground) 050-01637

Replacement Parts for 9300 Pump 
SHURflo 9300 end bell brush kit 075-05742
SHURflo 9300 diaphragm kit -lower housing 075-05838
SHURflo 9300 valve kit 075-05832
SHURflo 9300 cable plug kit 075-05826
SHURflo 9300 O-ring kit 075-05841
SHURflo 9300 motor kit - replacement motor 075-05829
SHURflo 9300 canister kit 075-05845
SHURflo 9300 lift plate kit 075-05835

SHURflo 9300 Array Direct Performance (24 VDC Array)

Vertical lift Minimum  
solar array size

Flow rate 
(GPM)

Amps 
@ 30V

20' 2 x 32 W 1.95 gpm 1.5 A
40' 2 x 32 W 1.90 gpm 1.7 A
60' 2 x 50 W 1.81 gpm 2.1 A
80' 2 x 50 W 1.76 gpm 2.4 A

100' 2 x 50 W 1.71 gpm 2.6 A
120' 2 x 50 W 1.68 gpm 2.8 A
140' 2 x 80 W 1.65 gpm 3.1 A
160' 2 x 80 W 1.63 gpm 3.3 A
180' 2 x 80 W 1.55 gpm 3.6 A
200' 2 x 80 W 1.52 gpm 3.8 A
230' 2 x 80 W 1.36 gpm 4.1 A
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Grundfos 
Grundfos CRFlex Surface Pumps
Grundfos CRFlex solar surface pumps provide a reliable and cost-efficient alternative to irregular water 
supply issues in remote locations or for highly specific applications anywhere.
Theses pumps provide a solution for water systems where conventional water supply systems fail or 
simply cannot reach. Although the initial cost, including a PV array, may be higher than a standard AC 
pump, the operating cost is minimal.
Grundfos has developed the MGFlex brushless DC motor for optimal performance using solar power 
for surface pump applications. In addition to a PV array, Grundfos solar surface pumps can be run from 
the grid or a generator providing 240 VAC. They can also be run on 120VAC, but with reduced output. 
Designed for continuous as well as intermittent operation.
With variable speed operation and motor protection built in, Grundfos CRFlex solar surface pumps offer 
easy installation, virtually no maintenance, and low cost and highly-efficient pumping.
The CRFlex is designed to be powered from a PV array, and is suitable for applications such as irrigation, 
livestock, fish farming, water transfer, and pressure boosting. They can also be used to supply water and 
pressure for cabins, off-grid homes, or remote villages. They can be also used for swimming pools with 
a suitable leaf and debris trap installed on the input.
The MGFlex motor provides Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) of the PV array, assuring maximum 
output and efficiency. The motor continuously optimizes the speed according to the input power avail-
able from the array. The wide voltage range enables the motor to operate at any voltage from 110 to 415 
VDC or 220 to 240 VAC. The motor will also operate from 100-120 VAC (at a maximum input current of  
3 A) with a de-rated output. It will run on a DC power input of 70 W to 1,250 W with a maximum current 
draw of 5 A. The motor speed range is 1,000 – 3,400 RPM.
If the power supply is unstable, over-voltage and under-voltage conditions may occur. The MGFlex motor 
will cut out if the voltage falls outside the permissible voltage range, and it will restart automatically 
when the voltage returns to normal. No extra protection relay is required. The motor is supplied with 
built-in thermal protection according to IEC60034-11, for both a steady overload and a stalled condi-
tion. These pumps are not outdoor rated, so they must be protected from direct sunlight and rain. Three 
models are available:
The CRFlex 3-9 will pump up to 230' of head (about 100 psi) with an output of about 7 gpm, but will 
pump as much as 27 gpm at 15' of head.
The CRFlex 5-5 will pump up to 130’ (about 55 psi) with an output of 16 gpm, or over 50 gpm at 15' 
of head.
The CRFlex 10-2 will pump up to 80' of head (about 35 psi) with an output of about 32 gpm, or about 
80 gpm at 15' of head.
The Dry-Run Sensor prevents damage to the pump if the suction prime is lost, or the water source runs dry.

Grundfos CRFlex Surface Pumps
Description Pipe connection size Item code

CRFlex 3-9 1" NPT 075-01110
CRFlex 5-5 1 1/4" NPT 075-01115
CRFlex 10-2 2" NPT 075-01120
Dry Run Sensor for CRFlex pumps 075-01130
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Grundfos CRFlex Pump Performance Charts
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Aquatec Diaphragm Pumps 
Aquatec 550 Series Pressure Pumps
These Aquatec booster pumps provide“town pressureˮ for remote home water supplies where 12 or 24 
VDC power is available, or the 120 VAC version can be used on remote power systems with inverters. 
They have a longer life and greater flow rate than other diaphragm booster pumps, and they use less than 
half the energy consumed by an AC jet pump. 
Aquatec's 550 pressure pumps deliver up to 4.5 gpm flow rates at pressures up to 60 psi. These pumps 
operate with minimal pulsations and noise and are designed for intermittent duty, though most models 
can be run continuously for hours at a time. They are commonly used to pressurize water from an atmo-
spheric tank, to deliver purified water to a specific point of use, or simply to increase pressure when 
required. The built-in pressure switch is set for 60 psi off and 40 psi on. The pumps come with straight 
threaded male half-inch fittings that snap into the quick-disconnect ports. The optional strainer is highly 
recommended to keep debris out of the pump and thereby prolong diaphragm life.
All Aquatec 550 pressure pumps weigh 8 lbs each. 1-year warranty.

Aquatic 550 Pressure Pumps

Model Voltage Max GPM Operating  
pressure

Current  
draw Item code

5503-AEE-B636 12 VDC
4.10 gpm 30 psi 11.0 A

075-048053.80 gpm 40 psi 13.0 A
3.55 gpm 50 psi 14.6 A

5503-AEE-B736 24 VDC
4.10 gpm 30 psi 5.5 A

075-048093.80 gpm 40 psi 6.5 A
3.55 gpm 50 psi 7.3 A

5503-AEE-B656 120 VAC
4.10 gpm 30 psi 1.4 A

075-048133.80 gpm 40 psi 1.6 A
3.55 gpm 50 psi 1.8 A

Strainer High flow 50 mesh in-line strainer 075-04821
QTS-556 ½" NPT male pipe fitting, straight, replacement 075-04820
QBE-554 ½" barbed pipe fitting, straight 075-04818
QBS-554 ½" barbed pipe fitting, 90° elbow 075-04819

Dankoff
Dankoff Flowlight Booster Pumps
The Flowlight Booster Pumps provide “town pressureˮ for off-grid home water supplies. They have 
longer life, greater flow rates, and quieter operation than diaphragm pumps, and use about half the energy 
consumed by an AC jet-pump running on an inverter.
The Flowlight needs to have clean water to prevent damage to the pump head, and can also be damaged 
by running dry. The optional filter and Dry-Run Switch are highly recommended. To make installation 
easier, flexible hose connectors with ¾" threaded adaptors are included.
A pressure tank with a minimum size of 40 gal., available at most local plumbing supply stores, is required 
for all Flowlight installations. The larger the tank size, the more water is stored under pressure, allowing 
the pump to come on less often and run for a longer period each time. This reduces wear on the pump. 
Wearing parts are replaceable and typically last 5-10 years. Overall life expectancy is 15-20 years. Pumps 
can be mounted horizontally or vertically.
The Standard model has the highest water flow and should be used where suction lift is less than 10'. 
The Standard is available with 12, 24 or 48 VDC motors for battery operation, or with a 120 VAC PM 
motor (300 W or larger inverter required.)
The Low-Flow model has a higher pressure capacity and should be used where suction lift is over 10' 
or where the suction pipe is smaller than 1" inside diameter. Maximum suction lift at sea level is 20'. 
Deduct 1' for each 1,000' above sea level. The Low-Flow models are available with 12, 24, or 48 VDC 
motors for battery operation.
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Both models are NSF approved for potable water. Flowlight Booster pumps can also be used to pump 
saltwater. Dimensions: 5.7"W x 16.5"L. Weight 15 lbs. 1-year warranty.
The E-Z Installation Kit includes an accessory tee, adjustable pressure switch, pressure gauge, check 
valve, drain valve, shutoff valve, and flexible pipe nipples. All components are copper or brass. Order 
filter housing and filter cartridges (30" or 10") separately (see listings under “Slowpump Accessoriesˮ). 
The Dry-Run Switch provides automatic shut off in case the pump runs dry, preventing costly damage 
to the pump head.

Dankoff Flowlight Booster Pump and Accessories
Model Voltage Max GPM Pressure Current draw Item code

Standard 12 VDC
2920-12 12 VDC 4.5 gpm

30 psi 13.0 A
075-04125

50 psi 16.0 A

Standard 24 VDC
2920-24 24 VDC 4.5 gpm

30 psi 6.5 A
075-04127

50 psi 8.0 A

Standard 48 VDC
2920-48 48 VDC 4.5 gpm

30 psi 3.25 A
075-04129

50 psi 4.0 A

Standard 48 VDC 1/2 HP
2930-48 48 VDC 5.5 gpm

30 psi 3.75 A
075-04130

50 psi 4.0 A

Standard 120 VAC
2920-115 120 VAC 4.5 gpm

30 psi 1.7 A
075-04131

50 psi 2.1 A

Low Flow 12 VDC
2910-12 12 VDC 3.4 gpm

30 psi 10.0 A
075-04121

50 psi 12.0 A

Low Flow 24 VDC
2910-24 24 VDC 3.4 gpm

30 psi 5.0 A
075-04123

50 psi 6.0 A

Low Flow 48 VDC
2910-48 48 VDC 3.4 gpm

30 psi 2.5 A
075-04124

50 psi 3.0 A
Accessories for Booster Pumps

E-Z Installation Kit - includes an accessory tee, adjustable pressure switch, pressure gauge,  
check valve, drain valve, shutoff valve, and pipe nipples – EZ2900 075-04205

Dry Run Switch for Booster pumps 075-04215
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Dankoff Slowpumps
The Slowpump can push water up a hill as high as 450 vertical feet. It runs on very low power, with or 
without batteries, to supply between 200 and 2,600 gallons per day. The rotary vane pump mechanism 
is housed in forged brass for durability. Because of tight tolerances, the water must be very clean, so fine 
filtration is required to protect the pump (10 micron filtration is recommended).
The Slowpump chart below shows the gallons per minute (GPM) output from the pump and power (Watts) 

consumed by the pump for various vertical lifts (this is the “total head” or the lift from the water level at the source to the top of the 
storage tank, in actual elevation change, not pipe distance).
The pump performance in the chart is measured at array-direct voltages. The peak power voltage of a nominal 12 VDC PV module is 
about 17.5VDC. A battery-powered pump will have 10-20% lower output and power draw because the battery is operating at a lower 
voltage. Flow rates are in GPM. To estimate gallons per day delivered, multiply the GPM by 60 (minutes) to get the gallons per hour 
(GPH) amount. Then multiply by the peak-sun-hours per day at the site location (this data is available from NREL's PVWATTS Solar 
Calculator) to get the gallons per day (GPD).
For PV-direct operation (without batteries), the PV array nameplate output must exceed the required pump wattage by at least 20%. 
Oversizing the array will increase the amount of water delivered per day because a higher wattage array will enable the pump to run 
at full speed for more hours each day, or in cloudy weather. For example, a 100 W module will produce 50 W in one half the amount 
of sunlight present at noon. The extra available power will not damage the pump as long as the array voltage is within the voltage 
range of the pump motor.
For array-direct operation, a linear current booster (LCB) with the required output amperage must be used (see LCBs listed at the end 
of Water Pumping.) To find the amperage needed, divide the motor voltage by the required pump wattage. AC models use a low-surge 
permanent magnet motor that greatly reduces starting surge, relieving stress on inverters and generators.
Slowpumps have a suction lift of up to 20' at sea level. Subtract 1' for each 1,000' above sea level. These pumps cannot run dry 
without damage, so the optional Dry-Run Switch is recommended. Wearing parts are replaceable and typically last 5-10 years, and 
overall life expectancy is 15-20 years.
Slowpumps are NSF approved for pumping potable water. Slowpumps can also be used to pump saltwater. Dimensions: 5.7"W x 
15.5"L. Weight 16 lbs. 1-year warranty.
¼ HP Slowpumps (model series 1300 and 2500) are available with 12, 24 or 48 VDC motors, for use array-direct or with battery 
systems. Performance will be slightly lower on battery systems due to the lower operating voltage compared to PV-direct. These are 
also available in 120 VAC versions for inverter, generator, or grid connection. These models have ½" female pipe fittings.
½ HP Slowpumps (model series 1400 and 2600) are available with 24 or 48 VDC motors, for use with battery systems, or PV direct 
with a 36 VDC nominal array. Also available in 120 VAC versions for inverter, generator, or grid connection. These models have ¾" 
male pipe fittings.

Slowpump Model, Performance, and Power Requirement
Vertical lift 

(head)
1322 1310 1308 1304 1303 2503 2507

GPM W GPM W GPM W GPM W GPM W GPM W GPM W
20' 0.51 27 0.92 29 1.25 30 1.75 37 2.50 48 3.25 52 4.00 57
40' 0.51 32 0.92 41 1.25 48 1.75 53 2.50 60 3.23 69 3.95 78
60' 0.51 36 0.89 46 1.20 54 1.68 64 2.40 78 3.15 90 3.90 102
80' 0.49 40 0.88 51 1.20 60 1.64 73 2.30 93 3.10 106 3.90 120
100' 0.49 45 0.88 57 1.20 66 1.64 82 2.30 105 3.08 124 3.85 144
120' 0.48 50 0.88 61 1.20 70 1.62 90 2.25 121 3.02 142 3.80 165 2607
140' 0.47 56 0.88 66 1.20 75 1.60 100 2.20 138 2.92 166 3.65 195 2605 GPM W
160' 0.47 62 0.87 74 1.20 84 1.60 112 2.20 153 2.85 187 GPM W 4.30 283
180' 0.47 66 0.86 82 1.18 93 1.57 122 2.15 165 2.75 205 1403 3.35 280 4.25 305
200' 0.45 74 0.85 89 1.16 101 1.56 133 2.15 180 GPM W 3.33 296 4.20 338
240' 0.44 90 0.83 105 1.14 117 1.54 152 2.15 204 1404 2.55 266 3.30 331 4.05 396
280' 0.41 102 0.81 120 1.12 135 1.51 175 GPM W 2.50 302 3.25 373 4.00 444
320' 0.41 120 0.79 138 1.10 153 1.48 196 1.66 255 2.50 338 3.20 410
360' 0.41 134 0.76 154 1.05 171 1408 1.62 280 2.50 374 3.16 450
400' 0.40 150 0.73 176 1.00 198 GPM W 1.64 312 2.50 406
440' 0.39 168 0.70 202 1.10 269 1.66 342 2.50 451
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Dankoff Slowpumps

Model
Item code 

12 V PV  
direct or battery

24 V PV  
direct or battery

24 V  
battery only

36 V PV direct or 
48 VDC battery 120 VAC

1303

1/4

075-04172 075-04174 -- -- 075-04139
1304 075-04155 075-04157 -- -- 075-04138
1308 075-04160 075-04162 -- -- 075-04137
1310 075-04163 075-04165 -- -- 075-04136
1322 075-04168 075-04170 -- -- 075-04135
2505 075-04175 075-04177 -- -- 075-04140
2507 075-04180 075-04182 -- -- 075-04141
1403

1/2

-- -- 075-04193 075-04195 075-04144
1404 -- -- 075-04189 075-04191 075-04143
1408 -- -- 075-04185 075-04187 075-04142
2605 -- -- 075-04197 075-04199 075-04145
2607 -- -- 075-04201 075-04203 075-04146

Dankoff Slowpump Accessories
Inline Filter – this is a plastic filter housing with ¾" female pipe thread inlet and outlet fittings. Filter 
Cartridges ordered separately.
30" Intake Filter /Foot Valve – this filter replaces an intake strainer and foot valve in a single unit. 
Use with silty streams or other problem applications. A spare 30" filter cartridge is included. ¾" female 
pipe fitting.
Dry-Run Switch – this switch provides automatic shut-off in case the pump runs dry. Order the correct 
model for the Slowpump that you are using.

Dankoff Slowpump Accessories
Description Weight Item code

Dry-Run Switch - for 1300 and 1400 series Slowpumps 1 lbs 075-04213
Dry-Run Switch - for 2500 and 2600 series Slowpumps 1 lbs 075-04215
Inline Filter housing - 10" with ¾" female NPT pipe ports 3 lbs 078-01125
Filter for above housing - 10", 5-micron (2-pack) 4 lbs 078-01130
30" filter and foot valve assembly 3 lbs 075-04207
Filter Cartridge for 30" filter assembly above (3-pack) 6 lbs 075-04209
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Dankoff SunCentric Centrifugal Pumps
The SunCentric Centrifugal Pump uses solar-electric power to pump as much as 50,000 gallons  
(200 m³) per day from shallow water sources. Applications include irrigation, livestock, domestic water, 
pond management, water treatment, solar water heating, hydronic space heating, hot water circulation, 
and fire protection. They can tolerate silty water and deliver up to 70 GPM.
The temperature limit for the standard pumps listed here is 140°F (60°C). The SunCentric pumps are also 
available in High Temperature models, which raise the temperature limit to 240°F (115 °C). The High 
Temperature versions have a brass impeller which reduces flow by about 15% using the same wattage. 
Call AEE for more information on High Temperature models.
These centrifugal pumps have been in worldwide use since 1989. They can be used PV array-direct 
without batteries and do not require a pump controller or linear current booster (LCB). Maximum suc-
tion lift is 10 vertical feet (3 m). Use a foot valve if the pump is mounted higher than the water source.
No routine maintenance is required. These pumps can be repaired in the field using ordinary tools and 
skills, without removing the pipes. They feature a cast iron pump body with polycarbonate impeller. The 
included instruction manual shows illustrated repair details. For best reliability, minimize or eliminate 
suction lift by placing the pump low and close to the water source, minimizing the possibility of cavita-
tion, which causes excessive wear and loss of performance.
The chart below for the SunCentric pumps is for PV array-direct applications. Models for 12, 24, and  
48 VDC batteries are available; call for information. 2-year warranty.

Dankoff SunCentric Centrifugal Pumps

Model DC voltage
Pump load

Min. PV watts Item code
Volts Amps Watts

7212

12 VDC

15 V 19.3 A 290 W 377 W 075-04299
7323 15 V 5.1 A 77 W 100 W 075-04309
7324 15 V 6.0 A 90 W 117 W 075-04311
7325 15 V 7.4 A 111 W 144 W 075-04313
7322

24 VDC

30 V 9.7 A 290 W 377 W 075-04307
7423 30 V 14.3 A 429 W 558 W 075-04317
7424 30 V 16.0 A 480 W 624 W 075-04319
7445 30 V 3.7 A 111 W 144 W 075-04331
7526 30 V 24.4 A 732 W 952 W 075-04339
7442

36 VDC

45 V 3.5 A 158 W 205 W 075-04325
7443 45 V 3.9 A 176 W 229 W 075-04327
7446 45 V 6.9 A 311 W 404 W 075-04333
7521 45 V 16.4 A 738 W 959 W 075-04337
7622 45 V 19.0 A 855 W 1,112 W 075-04341
7623 45 V 24.2 A 1,089 W 1,416 W 075-04343
7443

48 VDC
60 V 7.2 A 429 W 558 W 075-04327

7444 60 V 8.0 A 480 W 624 W 075-04329
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To use the chart below, follow these instructions:
• Use the bottom of the chart for gallons per minute (GPM).  

Use the top of the chart for metric units in liters per minute (LPM).
• Locate the pump curve that intersects the line for the required head and flow or find the pump 

curve that is nearest to that point.
• If there is more than one curve to choose from, compare the power requirements.  

The curve that goes higher will work better during low sun intensity.
• For PV-Direct systems, array size (watts) is critical. Do not undersize the array.  

Oversizing the array will improve performance in low sunlight conditions.
• Multiple pumps can be used to provide greater flow.
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Dankoff Solar Force Piston Pumps
The Solar Force piston pumps operate directly from a PV array, or from a battery bank charged by PV, 
or any other power source. They can draw water from a shallow well, pond, stream, river, or storage 
tank and can push water up-hill (230' maximum head), through miles of pipeline, or for pressurized 
water systems (100 psi max; minimum 60 gal. pressure tank required). They can be used for domestic, 
agricultural, commercial, or industrial applications. Suction capacity is 25' at sea level (subtract 1' for 
each 1,000' above sea level). 5-9 GPM pumping capacity.
Robust, durable, and reliable, Solar Force pumps use less energy per gallon of water delivered than any 
other pump that we sell. The pump head is cast iron with a brass cylinder. These pumps have a proven 
design with a 20-year life, and are simple to maintain with common hand tools. Leather piston seals are 
easy to replace (5 to 10-year maintenance interval). The well illustrated installation and repair manuals 
make it easy to install and service.
The DC models are the most efficient, but the AC models use low-surge motors with low starting torque, 
reducing inverter and wire size requirements. Available with 12, 24, or 48 VDC motors, or with 120 VAC 
or 230 VAC, 50-60 Hz motors.
For PV array-direct systems, a linear current booster (LCB) is required. Choose the correct LCB in the 
table on the next page for the chosen pump DC voltage. 
For pressurized systems, whether battery-powered or AC-powered, use a pressure switch and a captive-
air pressure tank at least 60 gallons in size.
Solar Force pumps have 1.5" female-threaded intake ports and 1" female-threaded outlet ports. A surge 
tank is included and will will reduce the amount of water pulsation that the pump produces. They measure 
about 22" x 13" x 16" high, and have a maximum weight of 115 lbs. Shipped in two boxes. 2-year warranty.
The Watt values listed in the following chart represent power used by the pump. For PV array direct 
operation, the array must be at least 20% larger. Oversizing the array further will increase the amount 
of water delivered per day because a larger array will produce the pump's required wattage in less light, 
allowing the pump to run at full speed for more hours each day, or in cloudy weather. A tracking PV 
mount will also increase the amount of daily water delivery.
For example, a 560 W array will produce 280 W in one half the amount of sunlight present at noon. 
The extra available power will not damage the pump motor or LCB as long as the array voltage doesn't 
exceed the voltage range of the pump motor or LCB.

Dankoff Solar Force Piston Pump Sizing Chart

Lift in feet 
(head) Pressure

Model 3010 Model 3020 Model 3040
Flow Watts Flow Watts Flow Watts

20' 8.7 psi 5.9 gpm 77 W 5.2 gpm 110 W 9.3 gpm 168 W
40' 17.4 psi 5.6 gpm 104 W 5.2 gpm 132 W 9.3 gpm 207 W
60' 26 psi 5.3 gpm 123 W 5.1 gpm 154 W 9.2 gpm 252 W
80' 35 psi 5.2 gpm 152 W 5.1 gpm 182 W 9.2 gpm 286 W
100' 43 psi 5.1 gpm 171 W 5 gpm 202 W 9.1 gpm 322 W
120' 52 psi 4.9 gpm 200 W 5 gpm 224 W 9.1 gpm 364 W
140' 61 psi 4.9 gpm 226 W 5 gpm 252 W 9.1 gpm 403 W
160' 70 psi -- -- 4.9 gpm 269 W -- --
180' 78 psi -- -- 4.9 gpm 280 W -- --
200' 86 psi -- -- 4.8 gpm 308 W -- --
220' 95 psi -- -- 4.7 gpm 314 W -- --
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Dankoff Solar Force Piston Pumps
Model Operating voltage Power source Item code

3010-12B 12 VDC Battery 075-04265
3010-24B 24 VDC Battery 075-04267
3010-48B 48VDC Battery 075-04268
3020-12B 12 VDC Battery 075-04271

3020-12PV 12 VDC PV array direct 075-04273
3020-24B 24 VDC Battery 075-04275

3020-24PV 24 VDC PV array direct 075-04277
3020-48B 48 VDC Battery 075-04279

3020-48PV 48 VDC PV array direct 075-04281
3020-120VAC 120 VAC Inverter, generator or grid 075-04269
3020-230VAC 230 VAC Inverter, generator or grid 075-04282

3040-12B 12 VDC Battery 075-04285
3040-12PV 12 VDC PV array direct 075-04287
3040-24B 24 VDC Battery 075-04289

3040-24PV 24 VDC PV array direct 075-04291
3040-48B 48 VDC Battery 075-04293

3040-48PV 48 VDC PV array direct 075-04295
3040-120VAC 120 VAC Inverter, generator or grid 075-04283
3040-230VAC 230 VAC Inverter, generator or grid 075-04284

Dankoff Solar Force Piston Pump Accessories & Parts
The Solar Force Easy Installation Kit contains: Brass Manifold, Ball Valve, Check Valve, Pressure 
Gauge, Pressure Switch, Hose Bibb, and Fittings
Choose the correct Linear Current Booster (LCB) depending on the voltage of the pump motor. Use 
the Empty Tank Float Switch to turn the pump off if the tank or cistern that the pump is drawing water 
from runs dry. Use the Full Tank Float Switch to turn the pump off when the tank it is pumping into 
gets full. Both switches can be used on the same pump
The Basic Repair Parts Kit contains: one Packing Kit, and one set each of Water Box Gaskets, Neoprene 
Valve Discs, Valve Springs w/Washers & Cotter Pins, and one set of Cup Leathers. 
The Long Term Repair Kits are available that contain two Packing Kits, one Drive Belt, two (1 Pair) 
Motor Brushes, one Brass Cylinder, six (3 Pair) Cup Leathers, and two of Water Box Gaskets, Valve 
Springs w/Washers & Cotter Pins, Neoprene Valve Discs (8), (Does not include oil). These kits are specific 
for each model of Solar Force pump. Contact your AEE Solar Sales Representative for more information.

Dankoff Solar Force Piston Pump Sizing Chart
Model Description Item code

EZ3000 Easy Install Kit for Solar Force Piston Pumps 075-04248
11066 LCB 16 Amp Controller in NEMA Enclosure Input 12/24/36 VDC; 12/24 VDC Output 075-00220
11067 LCB 10 Amp Controller in NEMA Enclosure Input 48 VDC; 48 VDC Output 075-00218
11002 Float Switch Kit for LCB - Empty Tank Shut Off 075-04217
11003 Float Switch Kit for LCB - Full Tank Shutoff 075-04218
11023 Pressure Switch, Heavy Duty 1HP DC Rated 075-04297
3513 Quart of food-grade 30wt Non-Toxic oil 075-04298
3521 Basic Repair Kit for 3010/3020 models 075-04294
3522 Basic Repair Kit for 3040 models 075-04296
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Dankoff Solaram Diaphragm Pumps 
Solaram diaphragm pumps use industrial-grade, high-pressure, multiple-diaphragm pump heads, and 
PM motors for either 24 VDC array-direct or battery operation, or 120 VDC (nominal) array-direct 
operation. Solaram pumps can be used for domestic, agricultural, commercial, or industrial applications.
The Solaram is Dankoff's most powerful surface pump. They can draw water from a shallow well, pond, 
stream, river or storage tank. They can push water very high up-hill (960' maximum head), through miles 
of pipeline, or for pressurized water systems (415 psi max; minimum 60 gal. pressure tank required). 

Suction capacity is 20' at sea level (subtract 1' for each 1000' above sea level). With 2.5-9 GPM of pumping capacity, Solaram pumps 
can supply up to 5,400 gallons per day (GPD), while using less power than any other pump in its range. They start pumping even in 
low light conditions.
These pumps are rugged and reliable, as well as dirt and dry-run tolerant. They feature multiple-diaphragm industrial construction, a 
cast aluminum body, ball bearings, and Permanent Magnet (PM) motors. An oil change (non-toxic oil) and diaphragm replacement 
are required for every 2 years of continuous use, but these pumps otherwise have a 20-year life expectancy. A pressure relief valve 
is included.
For array-direct operation at 24 VDC, use 36-cell PV modules in series-pairs and then with pairs in parallel to get the total power 
needed. For array direct operation at 120 VDC, use ten 36-cell modules in series, or six 60-cell modules in series. Add series sets in 
parallel if more power is needed. As with other array-direct pumps, the PV array needs to be sized at least 20% larger than the pump 
watts, and even larger arrays can be used to extend pumping in lower light conditions. A linear current booster (LCB) is required to 
prevent stalling in low light conditions. LCB's for 120 VDC Solaram pumps are custom built by special order. Contact your AEE 
Solar Sales Representative for more information.
Solaram pumps can develop pulsating water pressure up to 400 psi, so the piping system must be designed for high-pressure use; at 
least 600 psi is recommended for at least the first 200' of head (this generally requires steel pipe). The pulsation and pressure dimin-
ishes as the pipe climbs the hill, so pipe with a lower pressure rating can often be used closer to the output.
Suction capacity is 25' at sea level (subtract 1' for each 1,000' above sea level). Fittings are 1"-1.25" on the intake, and 1" on the outlet. 
Dimensions are 28"W x 16.5"H x 16"D, Weight is 150 lbs. (max, depending on model). 1-year warranty.

Dankoff Solaram Diaphragm Pump Sizing Chart

Total Head 
(ft)

Last 2 digits of model number ↓ First 2 digits 
of model 
number ↓

Model _ _ 21 Model _ _ 22 Model _ _ 23 Model _ _ 41 Model _ _ 42 Model _ _ 43

Flow Watts Flow Watts Flow Watts Flow Watts Flow Watts Flow Watts

0-80' 3.0 gpm 170 W 3.7 gpm 207 W 4.6 gpm 285 W 6.2 gpm 258 W 7.5 gpm 339 W 9.4 gpm 465 W

81_ _ 24 V
120' 2.9 gpm 197 W 3.7 gpm 238 W 4.5 gpm 319 W 6.0 gpm 305 W 7.3 gpm 396 W 9.1 gpm 539 W

160' 2.9 gpm 225 W 3.6 gpm 268 W 4.5 gpm 352 W 5.8 gpm 354 W 7.2 gpm 453 W 8.9 gpm 619 W

200' 2.9 gpm 247 W 3.6 gpm 296 W 4.5 gpm 388 W 5.7 gpm 400 W 7.1 gpm 513 W 8.9 gpm 693 W

240' 2.8 gpm 265 W 3.6 gpm 327 W 4.5 gpm 427 W 5.6 gpm 453 W 7.0 gpm 572 W 8.6 gpm 724 W

82_ _ 24 V
280' 2.8 gpm 286 W 3.6 gpm 356 W 4.4 gpm 466 W 5.5 gpm 499 W 6.9 gpm 628 W 8.4 gpm 801 W

320' 2.8 gpm 315 W 3.5 gpm 388 W 4.4 gpm 496 W 5.4 gpm 548 W 6.8 gpm 686 W 8.3 gpm 869 W

360' 2.8 gpm 342 W 3.5 gpm 416 W 4.4 gpm 536 W 5.4 gpm 592 W 6.6 gpm 733 W 8.2 gpm 927 W

400' 2.7 gpm 363 W 3.4 gpm 450 W 4.4 gpm 572 W 5.3 gpm 649 W 6.5 gpm 782 W 8.7 gpm 1,122 W

83_ _ 120 V480' 2.7 gpm 416 W 3.4 gpm 505 W 4.3 gpm 649 W 5.3 gpm 717 W 6.5 gpm 900 W 8.5 gpm 1,265 W

560' 2.7 gpm 456 W 3.3 gpm 570 W 4.3 gpm 693 W 5.2 gpm 800 W 6.5 gpm 1,045 W 8.4 gpm 1,397 W

640' 2.7 gpm 502 W 3.3 gpm 623 W 4.2 gpm 774 W 5.1 gpm 893 W 6.5 gpm 1,116 W 8.2 gpm 1,540 W

85_ _120 V

720' 2.6 gpm 551 W 3.2 gpm 690 W 4.1 gpm 856 W 5.1 gpm 1,031 W 6.4 gpm 1,287 W 8.1 gpm 1,683 W

800' 2.6 gpm 589 W 3.2 gpm 715 W 4.1 gpm 931 W 5.1 gpm 1,114 W -- -- 8.0 gpm 1,815 W

880' 2.6 gpm 647 W 3.2 gpm 774 W 4.0 gpm 1,082 W 5.1 gpm 1,206 W -- -- 8.0 gpm 1,958 W

960' 2.6 gpm 705 W 3.1 gpm 838 W 4.0 gpm 1,190 W 5.0 gpm 1,289 W -- -- 8.0 gpm 2,145 W
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Dankoff Solaram Diaphragm Pumps
Model DC voltage Item code Model DC voltage Item code
8121

24 VDC

075-08121 8323

120 VDC

075-08323
8122 075-08122 8341 075-08341
8123 075-08123 8342 075-08342
8141 075-08140 8343 075-08343
8142 075-08142 8442 075-08442
8143 075-08143 8443 075-08443
8221 075-08221 8542 075-08542
8222 075-08222 8543 075-08543
8223 075-08223
8241 075-08241
8242 075-08242
8243 075-08243

Dankoff Solaram Diaphragm Pump Accessories and Parts 
Choose the correct Linear Current Booster (LCB) depending on the voltage of the pump motor. Use 
the Empty Tank Float Switch to turn the pump off if the tank or cistern that the pump is drawing water 
from runs dry. Use the Full Tank Float Switch to turn the pump off when the tank it is pumping into 
gets full. Both switches can be used on the same pump.

Dankoff Solaram Accessories
Dankoff Model # Description Item code

11053 30 Amp Solaram LCB Controller for 12/24 VDC models 075-08700
11054 10 Amp Solaram LCB Controller for 120 VDC models 075-08701
11002 Float Switch Kit for LCB - Empty Tank Shut Off 075-08705
11003 Float Switch Kit for LCB - Full Tank Shut Off 075-08706
11023 Pressure Switch, Heavy Duty 1HP DC Rated 075-08710
11044 Foot Valve, 1 ¼" Lead Free Bronze w/ Stainless Steel Screen 075-08712
11045 Foot Valve, 2" Lead Free Bronze w/ Stainless Steel Screen 075-08714
11017 Check Valve, Lead Free Bronze, ¾ inch 075-08720
11025 Check Valve, Lead Free Bronze , 1 inch 075-08721
11045 Check Valve, Lead Free Bronze, 2 inch 075-08724
3513 Quart of food-grade 30wt Non-Toxic oil 075-08730
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Water Pumping Accessories
Linear Current Boosters for DC Pumps
Linear current boosters from Solar Converters Inc. are used in solar direct pumping applications. They 
can achieve a 30-90% increase in water pumped compared to connecting the pump directly to the solar 
modules. The pump motor will last longer as well because the LCB will keep the motor from stalling in 
low-light conditions. 1-year warranty.
90 and 120 VDC LCB units that can operate 12, 24, 36 and 48 VDC pumps from several modules in 
series are available by special order. These can be useful when the panels must be a long distance from 
the motor as they allow smaller gage wire since the current is reduced. The wire savings alone can offset 
the cost of the controller. Call AEE Solar for details.

Solar Converters Inc. Linear Current Boosters
Model DC array voltage (nominal)  Max DC current Item code

PPT 12/24-7
12 or 24 VDC

7 A 075-00124
PPT 12/24-15 15 A 075-00126
PPT 12/24-30 30 A 075-00128

PPT 48-10
48 VDC

10 A 075-00136
PPT 48-20 20 A 075-00137
PPT 90-12 90 VDC 12 A 075-00141

Float Switch
SPDT Float Switch
This SPDT float switch can be used to turn a pump on and off in tank-filling or tank-emptying operation, 
depending on which two of the three wires are connected. 
Contacts located in the float will switch at 12 degrees above and below horizontal. Use a pipe clamp or 
cable tie to secure the cable to a pipe or weight in tank. The length of cable from clamp to float determines 
the difference between turn-on level and turn-off level. 
Maximum amp rating is 5 A. For larger pumps, use the float switch to turn a relay on and off and let 
relay contacts control the pump. This switch can also be used with LCBs that have float switch contacts. 
Mercury-free so they are safe for domestic water systems. 2-year warranty.

SPDT Float Switch
Description Maximum amps Item code

Single-Pole Double-Throw (SPDT) Float Switch 5 A 075-05270
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High Lifter Water-Powered Pumps
The High Lifter Water Powered Pump is designed to 
move water uphill without using gasoline or electricity. 
Positioned below the water source (see figure, below), 
the High Lifter uses gravity induced pressure to lift water 
up to 9 times the head (See performance chart, below). 
With adequate water and pressure, it can pump up to 
1,500 gallons of water per day as high as 300', or it can 
pump 200 gallons per day as high as 1,000' feet. It can 
also pump smaller amounts on as little as one quart per 

minute of source water, and can pump to lower elevations with as little as a 30' drop from the water source.
It is self-starting and requires no lubrication, priming, or tuning, and is quiet compared to gas engine 
pumps. Due to its light weight, ease of installation, and lack of fuel requirements, it is ideally suited for 
hilly or remote terrain. Simply run a pipe downhill to your High Lifter from a pond, stream, or spring, 
lay out a pipe to your high tank, and start pumping. Designed to be installed and maintained by the user 
with basic hand tools, the High Lifter requires little attention other than filter cleaning for years of service. 
Depending on how clean the water source is, a High Lifter can operate continuously for 1-3 years between 
piston replacements; longer if the inlet water is processed through a settling tank to remove grit. 

The High Lifter can be effectively 
used for domestic water pumping, 
garden water supply, irrigation, 
range cattle, etc. All High Lifter 
parts are made of stainless steel, 
Teflon, and polyethylene. As 
illustrated in the chart, the High 
Lifter responds to both inlet and 
output pressure. Because the High 
Lifter utilizes inlet water pressure 
to pump water, locating the pump 

farther down from the water source will yield 
greater delivery or higher pumping elevations. 
The greater the difference in elevation between 
the source and the output, the slower the pump 
will work; too high and the pump will stall (with 
no damage to the pump), and no water will be 
pumped.
To determine how much water will be pumped, 
find the net lift for either the 4.5:1 or 9:1 pump 
on the left side of the performance chart. Move 
across the graph horizontally to the right until you 
cross the curve for the fall (inlet pressure). From 
the point where lift and fall cross, move vertically 
down to the bottom of the graph and read the 
“Delivery (gal/day)” for the type of pump being 
used. To get this delivery amount, the input flow 

to the pump must be equal to or greater than the “Flow (gal/min)” at the top of the graph in line with 
the point where the lift and fall lines cross. If the input flow is less than this number, the output will be 
correspondingly lower.
Both models of the High Lifter pump are 26" long. 1-year warranty on materials and workmanship.

High Lifter Water-Powered Pumps
Model Pump ratio Max output/day Max net lift Max total lift Item code
H44 4.5:1 1,500 gal 440' 580' 076-09002
H49 9:1 750 gal 1,000' 1,140' 076-09005

Rebuild kit for H44 High Lifter - 4.5:1 076-01118
Rebuild kit for H49 High Lifter - 9:1 076-01124
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Hot Water Circulator Pumps
Hot water circulator pumps are used in solar hot water systems to move water through the solar collec-
tors and/or indoor heat exchangers. 

Hartell
MD10HEH Circulator
This Circulator Pump has an electronically-commutated, high-efficiency brushless motor with a 30,000-
hour life expectancy. It may be operated from a 20 to 22 W solar module or directly from a 12 VDC 
battery system and works well for closed-loop solar water heating systems and radiant floor heating. 
1-year warranty.

Hartell Circulator Pump
Model Operating voltage Pipe connections Dimensions Item code

MD-10-HEH 6-16 VDC ½" MNPT 5.25" x 9" 075-07237

Ivan Labs Inc.
El-Sid Brushless Water Circulators
These tiny brushless, magnetic-drive circulators can be driven by PV modules or 12 VDC batteries for 
closed-loop circulation in solar water heating systems and individual loops of radiant floor heating sys-
tems. Using several small pumps in a radiant floor system allows each loop to be controlled by a different 
thermostat. Model 10PV-12 is designed to be powered by a 10 to 20 W PV module in an open loop system 
and can pump 3.3 gpm at no head, and ½ gpm at 2.5' of head, at 17 VDC input. A 20 W module should 
be used for glycol systems. It can circulate water in a well-designed solar water heating system with two 
4 x 10 collectors. Model 10B-12 is designed to be battery powered and has the same specifications at  
12 VDC. 10B-24 is designed to operate on a 24 VDC battery system. For all three models, dimensions 
are 4" x 4" x 5"; they have a 30,000-hour life expectancy, and a 1-year warranty. 

Ivan Labs Inc. El-Sid Circulator Pumps
Model Max flow Max voltage DC amps Item code

10PV-12
3.3 gpm

20 VDC 0.90 A 075-07218
10B-12 16 VDC 0.45 A 075-07219
10B-24 32 VDC 0.25 A 075-07224

AEE Solar
10 W Module for Circulator Pumps
This black anodized module is designed to mount on the top or side of a solar water heating panel. It can 
be attached with sheet metal screws and does not require an additional mounting structure. Use 1 module 
for the ElSid PV10-12 or 2 modules for Hartell 20 W pumps. 6' output cable included. 

AEE Solar 10W PV Circulator Module
Details Dimensions (L" x W" x D") Item code

Power STC (peak) 10 W

25.6 x 7.2 x 3.0 011-08213
Peak power voltage 17.9 VDC
Peak power current 0.56 A
Open circuit voltage 21.8 VDC
Short circuit current 0.61 A




